VALVE POSITIONER

GENERAL
ALHVP-20 Series Smart valve positioner controls valve stroke accurately in line of input
signal of 4~20mA which inputed from controller. Highly efficient microprocessor built in
ALHVP-20 performs various and powerful functions like Auto-calibration, PID control,
alarm and HART protocol.

The principle is different from the traditional electro—pneumatic valve positioner.
ALHVP smart valve positioner and pneumatic actuator make up of a feedback
controlling loop, where the position feedback signal of control valve is regarded as
controlled variable compared with the fixed signal value in the microprocessor. The
warp of these two signals emits the pulse of different length by the output of the main
control board that controls I/P conversion unit pressure output, and drives the control
valve to act(Fig.1).
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Fig.1

The pneumatic control valve with ALHVP-20 series smart
valve positioner can conquer the friction and the imbalance
force of the plug and improve the response speed, make the location
more rapid, accurate and is especiallly suitable for the situation of
librating continually. Through the upper location computer, the users can
read and write the basic device management information about working
location number, device number, product serial number.etc. meanwhile
monitor the dynamic information of the control valve(as the whole
opening, shutting.etc.). It can adjust and set the control parameter by
using the button, hand-holding setting or the upper location computer at
any moment. Resolve the trouble of changing the valve for the change of
control system, only does user reset and readjust the parameter of the
smart valve positioner. Therefore, it is widely used in the automatic
control system of the petroleum, chemical industry, electric power,
metallurgy, light industry.etc..

ORDEING

SPECIFICATION

Model

ALHVP2009

ALHVP2011

Input signal

4~20mA(2 wire)

4~20mA(2 wire)
0~20mA(4 wire)

Input load voltage

7VDC

12VDC

Supply pressure

0.16MPa~0.6 MPa

0.2MPa~0.55 MPa

Supply power
Impedance

2

24VDC

Type of positioner

350ohm
Linear:10~100mm
Rotary:0°~90°

Air connection

1/4BSPT, 1/4NPT

Conduit

M20X1.5, 1/2BSPP, 1/2NPT

Weather proof

IP65

Explosion proof

ExiaIICT6 or ExdIICT6

Type of acting

Explosion proof

Communication

Ambient
temperature

-40°C ~ + 80°C

-30°C ~ + 80°C

Linearity

±1.0%F.S.

±1.0%F.S.(standard)
±0.5%F.S.(option)

≤1.0%F.S.

≤1.0%F.S.(standard)
≤0.5%F.S.(option)

≤4NLPM

≤2NLPM

Vibration effect

2G

8G

Weight

Aluminum ZL102
2.5Kg
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L---Linear
R---Rotory

S---Single acting
D---Double acting
n---none
m---ExdIICT6
i---ExiaIICT6

1---none
2---Hart

ALHVP-2009

0

2 . 0Kg(ExiaIICT6)
3 . 0Kg(ExdIICT6)

ALHVP-2011
Explosion-separated
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Option

Intrinsically safe

(Position transmitter)

(Position transmitter)

(Position transmitter)

x

x

x

x

x

√

1

3

Air consumption

Material

m

S

09---General
11---Energy conservation

CODE

≤0.1%F.S.(min)

Repeatability

L

550ohm

Stroke

Hysteresis

Air Consumption
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20

ALHVP

√

√

(Alarm feedback)

√

x

√

√

0

ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
Diagnosing failures voluntarily: The failures of signal exceeding
span, interrupted signal of input and interrupted signal from valve
position can be diagnosed voluntarily by ALHVP smart positioner.
Multimode in failure: ALHVP smart positioner can be adjusted
and kept in multimode, such as whole opening, whole shutting,
keeping, or switching into manual operation mode if the
failures above met.
Advanced adjustable characteristics: Output stroke
characteristics, action type (DA or RA), dead band, stroke
range, and alarm setting can be adjusted easily in ALHVP
smart positioner.

Certificate of ALHVP2009 for ExiaIICT6 and ExdIICT6

Advanced setting characteristics: Zero, Span and split
range setting is available voluntarily. Tight shut-Close and
shut-open can be set voluntarily.
Hart communication: Hart communication makes to
process various information of valve and positioner easily.
Current feedback: Feedback 4-20mA signal of valve
position is available by ALHVP smart positioner.
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Alarm feedback: It is available by ALHVP smart positioner
that the alarm signals, such as open, closed and abnormal
positions of valve can be feed-backed.

Certificate of ALHVP2011 for ExiaIICT6 and ExdIICT6

FEATURE
--Working under the signal of 4-20mA.

Linear,Quick open,Equal %
100%

--The maximum of controlling decision can be achieved at level of 0.5.
Quick open

--It is available to choose the output characteristics, such as Linear, Equal percentage,
Quick Open and User defined (21 points) discretionarily.
--Low power consumption, low air consumption and low running cost.
--It is applicable for all kinds of pneumatic actuators.
--It is easily to adjust and set the parameter on the spot or in long-distance (Hart
agreement is available).
--It is available to adjust and inspect the positioner in long-distance by the upper
location computer or hand-terminal.

User defined

Linear
Equal%

100%

0
4mA

20mA

The adjustment of valve characteristics
is available.

0
4mA

20mA

Specific flow control is available with setting
21 point at users'command.

STRUCTION

Junction box cover

Locknut

Label
Shell

Potentiometer
I/P parts

Press cover
Label
Position tansmetter

Communication module

Alarm feedback module

Mainboard
LED

Fixed bracket
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Body

Piezo valve parts

LED

Knighthead

Big gear
Small gear

Air channel parts
Lens cap

Piezo valve parts

Potentiometer

Basic floor

Air channel parts
Conduit
Basic floor

ALHVP2011i

HART module

Piezo valve

( ALHVP2011i )

( ALHVP2011 )

ALHVP2011m

Main board
( ALHVP2011i )

Position transmitter module
( ALHVP2011i )

End cap

Double acting module

Pilot valve partd
Transition air channel

I/P parts
Gasket-1
Air channel parts
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Coil
Gasket-2

Slide shaft

ALHVP2009LD

Feedback lever

LED
Lens cap

Sensor parts

Body

Circuit parts

ALHVP2009LS
Coil
( ALHVP2009 )
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CONNECTION WITH ACTUATOR
Feedback lever type ( Linear )
ALHVP2009m(i)

ALHVP2011i
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ALHVP2011m

Feedback lever type(Rotary)

Bracket

MB-30X80
ALHVP2011m

H20~30

ALHVP2009
ALHVP2011i
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MB-30X130

H20~30

